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deSigned to meet the needs of general foreign e past that, in
the growiDll n.... ber of foreign. better ~omman students have a
bol1lande""hange students. at than their A d of grammar
Armstrong is being im- merlcan coun-
plemented this quarter. terparts because they have
Drawing its members from approached the language in a
allcorners of the globe, English methodicat manner. Com-
as a Second Language, taught pcstuon assignments -are used
byDr. Easterling, is offered as prunartly to improve idiomatic
analternate for the regular 121 usage and word order.
English course. . The ultimate goal of English
J)eslgned to meet the needs of as a Second Language is to
people who learned EogI.ish as equip non-American students
a forelgIl language, this unique for entry into English 122.
course places stress .on the Ho,:"ever, the learning ex-
development of ?r~ skills and per-renee is two-way, states Dr.
proper .lJ!"OOtmCl3hon. Less Easterling .. "It's a privilege
emph8S1SIS placed on grammar and an education to have them
since instructors have on campus."
PINKIE
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NewStudent Services Offered
Hullh Professions Education Center ~St.ff Photo)
Health Career Center Planned
Medical Technology, and a two
year program in Mental Health.
Savannah State College offers a
Bachelors degree in Medical
Technology, and Georgia
Southern has a two year
program for Nursing. The
proposed center will
incorporate all of the programs
of these three colleges into one
b u ild ing on the Armstrong
campus.
The new building will be
located on the southwest
corner of the campus near the
Memorial College Center. The
completion date has not yet
been set, but the plans for the
building have been approved.
The center will cost
approximately two million
dollars, and will occupy 50,000
square feet.
Dr. Wright hopes to have
several new programs available
for students by September,
1975. These include respiration
therapy, medical trans~ription,
and an expansion of the
current nursing program.
Anyone who is interested in
learning more about the Health
Professions Education Center
should contact Dr. Wright or
one of the counselors.
In the near future, tne
Armstrong campus will be the
sile for a Health Professions
Education Center. Funded by
the Board of Regents, the
Center will be made possible
through the cooperation of
Georgia Sou them, Armstrong,
and Savannah State Colleges.
Under the directions of Dr.
Stephen Wright, the Health
Professions Education Center
will attempt "to provide a
labor force in the health
profession" by trainin!
students in the various fields of
the allied heal th services. The
Center will offer short courses:
one year degrees, and
continuing education
programs.
Designed as a "focal poin t
for health training," the
planned Health Center will
benefit communities in and
around Statesboro and
Savannah. It will also benefit
Armstrong by elevating the
college to tbe level of a
professional, as well as an
academic. school.
Armstrong currently nffers
two and four year degrees in
Nursing, Dental Hygiene, and
Two new councilors will seek
to serve ACS student needs this
quarter. Mr. Allen Baldree has
accepted the position of
Assistant Director of Student
Financial Aid, while Ms.Myrtle
Foster fills the post of Career
Development Placement
Councilor.
Mr. Baldree, a native ofNorth
Carolina, joined the Student
Financial Aid staff after
receiving a Bachelor of Arts
degree from Mercer University
in Macon.
A native of Florida, Ms.
Foster has lived in Savannah
for three years. She attended
Florida A&M University and
obtained a B.S. in Sociology
with a minor in social work.
Ms. Foster alsohas a Masters in
Education with a specialization
in counciling. .
Ms. Foster is now contacting
local businesses in an effort to
make them more aware of the
. potentialities of the Armstrong
labor pool. "It's silly for
students to have to leave
GknnAmwoif[studymgh~natmo~
(staff Photo)
Savannah to obtain jobs," says
Ms. Foster.
One of her goals is to meet
with the Student Organizations
on campus and make them
more aware of Carler
Development and Placement
Services. Ideally, half of the
seniors at Armstrong would be
registered with the placement
office for job applications. A
point should be noted: the
placement office also helps in
placing students in graduate
school.
SGA
NEWS
Student Government Elec-
tions will be held October 9 and
10for senators from the Nursing
Department, History and
Political SCience Department,
and the Freshman Class.
The Student Senate met
Monday, September 31, for its
first regular meeting ofthe Fall
Quarter. The Senate filled the
remaining positions on the
student-faculty committees and
formed an Academic
Scholarship Committee to look
into the possibility of securing
academic scholarships for
smaller departments from local
groups and industries.
In the area of finances, the
Senate approved the useof $t500
from the Cultural Affairs
budget by a joint ASC-8SC
committee for a concert series
of primarily symphonic music.
SGA President Glenn Arn-
sdorff vetoed this October 7.
"Although I am in agreement
with the Senate's sentiments
that part of the Cultural Affairs
Committee's budget should go
to such events as Ms. Dixon
proposed, I do not feel the
Senate should usurp the powers
of a duly approved committee
chairmaR without ftrst con-
sulting that person."
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~n Propst: s ents require to take and to pass the
Rising Junior before graduation.
Incentive Scholarships Instituted, Now Available
During the 1974 session, the
Georgia General Assembly
appropriated a total of
$880,000 in state funds for the
Establishment of the Georgia
Incentive Scholarship program.
Georgia, _the first state in
the nation to sign an agreement
with the federal government to
participate in the federally
supported state incentive grant
program, has received
$306,116 in federal funds.
Therefore, over 1.1 million
dollars is now earmarked for
distribution to Georgia
residents who want to attend
school beyond the high school
flSCShorts
Armstrong now has an
exchange program which will
weekly send a representative of
the college community to one
of the most exclusive
institutions in the south:
- Reidsville State Penitentiary.
The representative will be a
copy of each Inkwell isspe,
since this quarter Richard
Neyhart, Editor of the GSP
News, has .requested that
Rei dsville be put on the
Inkwell mailing list. In retum,
the Armstrong newspaper
office will receive copies of the
Reidsville rag. All in all, a
breakthrough {or should we
say "breakout?") for ASC
public relations!
PARENTIIOOD CLASSES
OFFERED
Preparation for Parenthood
classes will be offered soon by
fovce Murrav. R.N. and Benna
Passing of Rising
Jr Now Mandatory
A 'recent decision by the students, primarily par-
Chancellor of the Georgia ticipants in Associate Degree students completing degree
University System may programs in Nursing, Dental programs. at Armstrong State
jeopardize the graduation plans Hygiene, and Mental Health, College from this point on will
of 23 Armstrong students must take and pass the Rising be required to take and to pass
completing their final quarter Junior this quarter if they wish the Rising Junior English
this fall. to graduate this Fall. Special Examination. There will be no
Formerly exempt from the consideration will be given to exceptions, even though some
Rising Junior English the need for speed in grading students may have entered the
Examination under the Arm- these students' exams, ac- college under a policy that did
strong "grandfather clause" cording to Phil Cook of the ASC allow exceptions."
policy, which stated that any Guidance Office. The Regional
student who had completed 76 Educational Testing Lab in
hours prior to the fall of 1972 Athens will give top priority to
neednot take the exam, these 23 the grading of prospective
must now meet this system- graduates' exams so that
wide reuqirement before being degrees can be awarded with
awarded.· degrees. little or no delay.
TheChancellor's ruling which The new Georgia University
made Rising Junior passage System policy concerning the
manditory also ruled out local Rising Junior Examination was
exams formerly given on some recently elucidated in a memo
campuses in place of the from Dean Propst to all
uniform test. Department Heads. In part,
The 23 affected Armstrong this memo stated: "All
Danforth FeUowships Offered
Inquiries about the Ap p r o x rm a t e l y 100
Danforth Fellowships, to be Fellowships will be awarded.
awarded by the Danforth The award is for one year, and
Foundation of St. Louis, is normally renewable until
Missouri, in March of 1975, are completion of the degree or for
invited, according to the local a maximum of four years of
campus representative, Dr. graduate study.
Roger K. Warlick, Head of the
Department of History and
Political Science.
These Fellowships are open
to all qualified persons of any
race, creed, or citizenship,
single or married, who have
serious interest in careers of
teaching and/or administration
in colleges and universities, and
who plan to study for a Ph.D.
in any field of study common
to the undergraduate liberal
arts curriculum in the United
States.
Applicants must be under
35 years of age at the time
application papers are filed,
and may not have undertaken
any graduate or professional
study beyond the
baccalaureate. Persons must be
nominated by Liaison Officers
of their undergraduate
institutions by November 20,
1974. The Danforth
Foundation does not accept
direct applications for the
Fellowships.
!~
. I
A new nome for the Armstrong Inkwell, ReidSville State
Prison..
Cunningham, an R.N. who is
also an assistant professor in
the Armstrong Nursing
Department. These classes,
which will be held on eight
consecutive Tuesday evenings
from 7 till 9 p.m., are now
forming.
The following are some of
the questions that will be
discussed: What happens to the
woman during pregnancy?
How can the "pregnant
couple" work together to make
childbirth a unique, shared
experience? How can the
"pregnant couple" prepare
themselves for parenthood?
How can Transactional
Analysis be used in solving
day-to-day problems and in
building warm and rewarding
relationships?
For further information,
call 354-8655 or 925-2895
after 5 p.m,
ENGUSH EXAMS
SCHEDULED
The diagnostic examination
for placement in beginning
English classes will be given
October 24 at 12:30 p.m. in
Room 114, Gamble Hall, and
at 8:00 p.m, in Room 105,
Gamble Hall.
YOU A "WHO?"
Who's Who Among
American College Student
nominations are now' due.
Anyone who wishes to
nominate themselves should do
so immediately at the Student
Activities Office.
level but who lack the
necessary financial recourses.
A significant portion of the
state funds - $480,000 - has
been tagged to veterans
priority. "Priorlty" means that
veterans are not subject to one
basic eligibility limitation: that
recipients be attending a
postsecondary educational
institution for the first time
this year. Veterans may have
attended a college or
vocational school prior to April
I, 1974, and still receive an
Incentive Scholarship if
otherwise eligible.
Incentive Scholarships will
be awarded on the basis of
financial need since the
program is specifically designed
to provide some measure of
freedom of choice in
educational and career matters
for lower-income students.
Estimated average family
income of recipients is
expected to be about $8500 a
year. The sizes of individual
gran ts may vary, bu t all will be
subject to a maximum limit of
$2550 per year.
Applications for Incentive
Scholarships will be reviewed.
by a Commission appointed by
the Georgia Board of Directors
of the Higher Education
Assistance Authority.
Applications received by the
Commission office and
processed within 60 days after
the beginning of fall term at
the applicant's institution will
be considered for fall term aid.
Eligible students should me
their applications immediatley
wi th the Au thorlty. Future
gran ts will be made prior to the
beginning of each school term.
THE INKWELL STAFF
Editor-in-chief . . Tom Pucke"
Business Manager • • •David Lubs
Photo Editor . Richard Sommen
News Editor . . • Pat Watkins
Feature Editor . . • Carol DixOll
Sports ~or . • • RoIIJIY GeorF
Editorial Editor Clwlie Dennonl
Editorial Cartoonist . . . . J0 Banner
Editor of the Bizarrerie . . . . Ted WI1Iace
Staff Writers '" Becky Camp, Bob Tatum, Ray Panel .. ,
John. Gillespie, Steve Bass, Don Braffit, Jan Langston,
Marc .. Berry, Michelle Kilbourne
Typists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Alice Janel
. Well here it is after three weeks ... you didn't miss it, eh? A
couple of people are missing this week, Ted's brillant work
was lost. Hopefully, if we raise enough bread in
subscriptions we can add four more pages and have a poet's
comer and some badly needed Photo essays. My apologies
to Ted, my thanks to Pat and Pinkie.
SAY CHEESE
Geechee pictures will be
taken October 16, 17, and 18
from 8:30 a.m, till 2:00 p.m.
and from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. Any interested persons
who wish to work should apply
at Student Activities.
CONCERT COMING
The Committee will appear
at the Civic Center Theater on
October 18 at 8:00 p.m. For
tickets and further information
contact the Student Activities
Office.
MATH TEST UPCOMING
The Mathematics Diagnostic
Test will be administered on
October 31, 1974, at 3:30 p.m.
and 6:30 p.m, in Room 101,
Science Hall.
WHAT'S NEW WITH YOU?
The Inkwell invites and
encourages all campus
organizations and groups to
submit news items dealing with
current activities and future
plans for inclusion in upcoming
editions of "Armstrong
Shorts." Send your news items
of interest to News Editor, c/o
ASClnkwelL
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II IS the policy of the Inkwell to din .
andeditorial opinion on this page by t~~e~~ate personal opinion
lackof them respectively. A by-line is th of by-lines and the
the article printed between the headline name of the author of
articlewith a by-line expresses the OPinio: o~n~ the article. Any
not express that of the Inkwell adrni . t e author and does
d A
. • rmstrauon faculty d
bo y. rticles without by-linesexpre th .": or stu ent
of the editorial slaff. ss e 0plmon of the majority
by Tom Puckett
wLee~;ometOt:::e fall ,l9
b
74edition of Armstrong State College.
s open s year s usmess With a brief summary f
topicsopen to discussion. 0 some
I. Why can't the Veterans Administration get it together?
There are a lot of people being treated like numbers b th VA
The VA is supposed to help pay a Veteran's way throu;' c ell .
A check covering tuition, books, and a part of living expeo ege.
alla part of it. nses IS
A late check may not seem very serious to some of us but the
delay can often force the unlucky vet to sell household goods or
dropout of school and get ajob,just to meet monthly bills. This
IS ndicul?us. The system was initiated to help vets through school
and yet It often forces them to drop out. As one irate vete
told 1M Inkwell, "If it weren't for all that 'donkey dust' th ~a.:
would still be using the Pony Express to deliver checks." Do~
Dust? ey
2. About 60% of the athletic budget is used for basketball.
Stuff that on. your JOck strap and smoke it, Of course about 40%
of athletics IS funded by special contributions to the basketball
program, We'll let you Business majors figure out how much 01
tlIe pic the "Big-B" takes.
3. Thanks to HEW, the incorporation of Savannah State and
ASCmay finally happen. Except rather than being one college
WIthtWICe as many students, the new proposal is to have two.
coU~!!"swith half as many m'!iors. Where does that grab you?
Dont laugh, you may be one of the lucky ones who will travel
back and forth through scenic south Savannah to classes.
4. There's a new kid on the organization block of ASC. It's
called N.O.W. which stands for the National Organization 01
Women. OW is open to members of both sexes and everything
in between. The prime purpose of NOW seems to be to push the .
passI!!"of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) in the states that
have not ratified it. The legislature in Atlanta has tumed the
amendment down once.
The ERA iuelf scems to be surrounded by a great deal of
controversy and misconceptions. If you are really interested in it
you should Sit down and read it, otherwise you can believe
stnclly what you wish. We believe it to be a necessary piece 01
Iepslatlon. It msures that men and women are to be treated .
equally WIth respect to the law and that no state can abridge the
rights of one group to favor the other. This does not mean we will
haveunisex resuooms, or locker rooms, as some of its opponents
bebeve.
That's a curious point. Just how much skin does one see in a
res«oom? Unless you lean over a male's shoulder or peek under a
lady's stall door, you'U no doubt see more in the movies. It truely
u cuneus that our representatives think we are such sex
conscience creatures, We suppose it must be reassuring to think
there IS a sex consciencious legislator constantly trying to keep us
pure.
Well, anyway, we sincerely wish all the best for NOW here at
ASC,and hope that they meet with every success.
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From The Pen Of Charlie Dennard •••..•
Coach Alexander feels at
this point in time that more
money from the college to the
athletic fund is needed. It is his
belief that the approximately
570,000 raised independently
of the 547,500 allocated by
the college should be matched
by the college. He states that,
for example, the West Georgia
athletic program receives
590,000 from the college itself
and that in the long run he
cannot compete effectively
against such teams without
similar funds, The added funds
would allow him. to provide
more athletic scholarship!
which at this time, are not
provided by the college, but
through funds independently
raised in the community.
letters to the Editor
Being a graduating senior
and having attended Armstrong
for the past four years I have
witnessed an occurance that
has upped the faculty and
diminished the student body as
far as parking on campus is
concerned. If the trend
continues it would be safe to
predict that by the fall quarter
of next year the faculty will
have mcceeded in confininS
the student body to the reu of
the parkinsloL
If you haven't notioed what
this artide is about by now aD
you need to do is eyeball !be
cur bs that encompall !be
buildinp 011 campuI- You will
notice \hal they m poIinled
with yeDow stripes upODwhich
someone has steneiIIed !be
word Faculty. Opposite II.-
signs and across-the street is
another curb which has been
painted white and the word
sttident stencllled upon it,
whiCh could lead to several
.....conclusions:
I. The students are black
and white and the faculty is
black and yeOow.
2. The students are capable
of crossins streets along bot
the facuhy is noL
3. The faculty would like
to park across the street bot
!bere ase no crOSling guasds.
4. The Facalty will melt if it
rains. or both students and
Faculty wi! melt but the
facalty melts f_r.
5. The Faculty is s1inI)' and
wiI not shate their side of the
street with the students.
.... ·.... 11
The justification for an
increased outlay of funds is, in
his words, "by being nationally
ranked, by having
All-Americans, by having teams
participate in national playoffs,
makes it enough reward for the
money. _ .enough reward for
the' college." The national
publicity received is of great
importance to the college, said
Alexander. "We couldn't pay
for that kind of advertising
that appeased in every paper in
the United States," This
publicity is not just beneficial
to the basketball proll'am, but
also for the college. Alexander
stated "It·s a two way street-
we work' for the colle!!"." In
order to perpetuate. this
success, he went 011 to say, "I
do not want to taX the
students any more than I have
to." He referred to the
additional SSSOIlCY needed for
the AthletiC; ,Program. Asked
why' basloetflaJl -was the
predominant sport at ASC, he
stated that Dr. Ashmore
decided "basketball would be
the major sport because it is
the only sport that we. can
receive revenue back from, by
which we can finance the other
programs," Alexander said that
the basketball program is the
foundation of all varsity sports;
without basketball the others
could not exist.
The promotion of
hasketball has led people to
wonder why the other v.... ity
sports have not been funded
equally. Alexander's response
was "I have taken it on myself
to promote certain things and
we have organized various
members of the commurtity ..
.I'm only one person, I've got
to set objectives and priorities;
most of my efforl is toward
basketball because I know the
proceeds from that can go to
the other varsity sports. Now,
my individual coaches on each
sport, have to promote their
own programs and if they
suffer, on occasion, it may be
because they do not allot
en 0ugh time to promoting
their particular program. . .the
coach who is confident and
who is willing to work hard can
promote his own program."
Any advertisinS done by the
basketball program is donated
to the athletic department by
outside businesses. For
example by allowing WSAV to
televise the basketball games
the prosum is BiVen free'
promotion. What comes out of
this, according to Alexander
"is more fans. and the more
money ",e !!"t iI the bud!!"t,.
the more scholarships so we
can ha," a better
intercoiJesiaie program. . ;' the
•
other varsity sports must have
athletes in order to participate
and that will require
scholarships,"
The athletic facilities, stated
Alexander, "are inadequate,
obsolete, and have been since I
'carne to Armstrong. Not from
an athletic standpoint, but
from a physical education
. standpoint," The figure given
for an additional facility is
estimated at two and one-half
million - with inflation, four
million.
This years basketball fund is
broken down in the following
way:
A. Officials (including
travel), 52800; B. Civic Center
rent, 56750; C. Bus Fares,
$4000; D. Meals, Loading for
ten away games, twenty dollars
per day per player, 54000; E.
Laundry, 52500; f. Annual
equipment replacement $2500;
G. Police, firemen, ticket
takers, etc., $1900; H. Misc.
phone bills, insurance, etc.;
$3000; J. Scholarship,
527,000.
This 56,000 represents
about 60% of the total funds
available to the athletic
department; the rest goes to
the other varsity sports. An
additional S23,OOO was
received through gate receipts.
The problem of the
relations between the athletic
department and the atudeot
body was dealt with by
Alexander: He answered to
questions concerning this
problem saying, "I told ..
students that we haft an .,...
door poiicy to aayone wi1ll
Iesitimate questions. • J'D do
anythinl. for tile. studesI\S,
that's ... hat i Ilirhere for." .
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Inkwell Interviews Pinkie Masters
I opened up the-bar in '53.
Before that I was a promoter in
-boxing and wrestling for Buster
White and Dick Lennon, and
before that I sponsored
automobile racing with Jack
Denkar, at the old fair grounds
in Savannah. I got involved in
politics in 1960 with Carl
Griffm and I had nothing but
winners of candidates that I
worked with. Mary Hitt was
my first loss.
I had the distinction of
being in jail with Robert
Mitchem. When I was
seventeen years old I was
arrested for fighting at the
_fairgrounds. I was tried the
next day in Police Court and I
was given thirty days by the
judge. Robert Mitchem was
tried the same day. He was
given .sixty days for vagrancy.
He's from South Carolina,
wherever that is. We were both
put into the juvenile home. We -
stayed there a day and they
moved us out to the Brown
Farm which is now Mayfair. I
stayed nineteen days out there;
I got my mother to get me out
of jail. He stayed the whole
sixty days. When he got out, he
carne !>yto see me. Wechewed
the rag and talked and he went
on his way. When he Caplehere
in '61, '62, '63, he was staying
at tbe DeSoto Hotel and we
got together again.
The man is smart. He's got a
remarkable mind. He asked me
how 'so and so' was getting
. along, our guard (we were
trusted-we could go and come
as we pleased. Our guard did
not even carry a gun. He asked
me about various people who
were out there -
Quartermaster, Stewarts, the
Chief out there - people I had
forgotten, but as he mentioned
these names they carne back to
me. The mans got a remarkable
mind.
I asked how old he was at
the time and he cut his age by
four years. I told him he was a
damn liar, he was my age.
James, a hair beautician in
Savannab, got between the two
of us to part us.
INKWELL: You said Mary
Hitt was your first loss.
MASTERS: She was my
rust loss that I worked with.
I've had otherlosses. when I've
mine Masten and Gov. Carter
voted for people, I voted for
Gambrell wJien he ran for U.S.
Senate and he lost. But I did
not work for him. At the time
I was working for Bo Ginn.
INKWELL: Do you think
the college vote had anything
to do with Mary's losing?
MASTERS: Yes, the kids
went against her, because she
talked to the kids on two
different occasions and both
(st." Photo)
times she just screwed up. Yes,
I think the kids had something
to do with it, because the kids
are voting now. That's
something they haven't done in
the past.
INKWELL: How did she
appeal to women?
MASTERS: Some she
appealed to and others were
against her because she would
not come out for ERA, (Equal
Rights Amendment),' even
though she just stated that
women should have equal
rights...
INKWELL: You think she
was trying to play both sidesof
the fence and if so did this hurt
her?
MASTERS: If she had been
frank with the people, I think
she would have done alright.
INKWELL: You've got a lot
of college kids coming down to
your bar, how have you
reacted to this?
MASTERS: When they
started coming down to my
place of business I was a little
afraid that they might start
selling pot around here and
start smoking around here. I
kept watching them and it
turned out that somebody was
caught for selling, but it wasn't
a college kid. It was an older
fellow.
INKWELL: When did they
start coming down?
MASTERS: I''Cisay the kids
from Armstrong started
coming down about a year ago.
INKWELL: They've gotten
involved in your carnpaigns
since then haven't they?
MASTERS: It surprised me
that a bunch of them got
involved. Michelle Hardy did a
very good job with Mary Hitt,
even though Mary lost.
Remember Mary was nobody
to begin with and we brought
her a long way. We have a list
of names of the kids from
Armstrong that helped us up
on the wall in the campaign
headquarters.
INKWELL: You say it
surprised you that they did
work for you. Why?
MASTERS: I didn't figure
the kids had it, I just figured
they didn't give a damn. I
thought they just went to
school and do their thing
P1eaae see'DUe ~
\
(Staff PIlato.) - j
"17rompson not backed by the Republican Party is ;;:::t !he kids started coming down here I was
going to hun Savage to a certain extent." didn 't.~'!"Ywould sell pot around here - they
(Sbff PhotO)
"Michelle Hardy did a vel)' good job with Mil/)'
Hitt considering Mal)' was a nobody at fint. "
The Inkwe/l- A ."C II rmstrong State College
o ege Vote Went Against Hiu" -
·~llt
October 9, 1974
From page 4
But ~ y really
Th y IU, t
A bunch 0 hern
ven ask to het
IDle ill .nd tOOK
I a hlg wile hem
Torn Ta ar went to
t the urne ne was
amst ) Gl '1. We
we e worncd that
go "beat us.
even tum out to
even though they
him and they helped
II\- The ared the he'
" f us. He n st 01 had two
r three hundred kids helping
hun Ion" believe a
hun d kl vote or him
ev t h ugh t~cy were
ste d ,J vote. And I really
th ught they were 109 to -e
t e tummg ude, Steve Pat ICk
up r n Athens ran for
coun ilrnan and I thought the
k ds wer gomg to tum outH
him they didn't Bu this was
m the past foday 1 think 1\
would be • G Ifercnt story
1 KWElL Ihere are J lot
01 people who think that thi
last election wa too personal
nut between the candidates as
much a between the people
working tor the candidates.
For example, people working
for a gubernatorial candidate
were tearing down signs of a
candidate in the Lt. Governor
race. and vice versa,
MASTERS: This is true,
more so this year than any year
before. Kids from various
candidate organizations were
teanng down each others signs.
1 got them all together to
explain to them that they were
working for nothing. Yoo go
01' one night and put up your
sign and tear down the other
guys sign. The other guy comes
by and tears down your sign
and pUI' another f his up.
arne pattern everyday. You'd
be working for n thing.
INKWELL: Were these
mostly college kids?
MASTERS: Yes, I'd have to
say that these were college kids
who were putting up signs and
also tearing signs down.
INKWELL: So their getting
Involved hut perhaps they were
not directed very well.
MASTERS: No, I think
they just didn't know any
hetter. Once I got them all
together they qUIt tearing signs
down. with the exception of
one. One kid was still going out
and tearing down signs to put
up his signs regardless of whose
signs they were. He wasn't a
coUege kid to begin with, and I
don't know if he ever went out
to Armstrong.
INKWELL: Ok, yoo've lost
with Mary Hitt, whose next?
MASTERS: I didn't know
who to go with, whether to go
with Savage or Zell Miller. I'm
not mad because Miller beat
Mary, but I know Zell Miller. I
finally met Savage; he came
rw into the place one night. I
talked to him and he looked
good he talked good and all
,hat. And I Just came to the
....onclusion t] at he's the better
of the two, He's a Republican,
which is against him. He hasn't
had the exposure that Miller's
d. But the man is coming to
he ront and coming in a
h .rry. His main drawback is
t h s t he has no chief.
Thompson IS running for
vernor which the republican
1J.1 ty is not endorsing. There's
fiction in the party, so this is
i t go in g to help the
Republicans at all. I do believe
that Savage will get many more
thousands of votes than
Thompson, but Thompson not
being backed by the party is
going to hurt Savage to a
certain extent. As of today I
don't give Savage a chance, but
then again no one gave Lester
Maddox a chance in 1966 to
wm.
INKWELL' Do you think
people will cross party lines to
vote for Savage?
MASTERS: Yes, I find a lot
of people crossing lines. In the
past 1 have talked to people
who have said that their fathers
were Democrats, that their
grandfathers were Democrats
an d their going to die
Democrat. I would change tile
subject and later ask them il
they voted for Carl Griffin.
They would say yes. Well,
they're crossing state lines
there. Everyone split their
votes.
INKWELL: You said a
moment ago that you thought
that Zen MiUer had a lot of
exposure. Do you think that
this is because the local
newspaper coverage is bias?
MASTERS: The newspapers
arc bias.
INKWELL: Do you think
they ought to endorse people?
MASTERS: Yes I think
they ought to endorse people.
Bot, I think they should be like
the Miami Herald and give each
candidate equal space, which
the Savannah papers do not.
Lt. Governor Maddox was
getting much more publicity
than Busbee and he was getting
much better spots on the
paper.
INKWELL: How about
legislation to stop this
practice?
MASTERS: I think they
ought to do something about
that, I think they should be
given equal time just like radio
and TV.
INKWELL: Don't you think
tha t ne wspapers should he
exempt from such restriction
because they are not as strong
a medium as TV or radio.
MASTERS: I disagree.
INKWELL: Wen tile paper
here ohviously did not have the
power they thougllt they did
because Maddox lost in
Page Five
Masters
Chatham County.
MASTERS: That's true too,
but ZeU Miller won. They gave
Zell very good coverage where
they didn't give Mary coverage
at all, especially in the runoff.
INKWELL: Besides tile
contention that Miller was
more qualified, why do you
think the paper endorsed Zell?
MASTERS: Are we talking
about the local paper?
INKWELL: Correct.
MASTERS: I think the local
papers e n d o r sed Lester
\1addox so that if Lester went
back in he could put Britty
Morris back on the Board of
Regents. It's possible a deal
:::ould have been made. Deals'
are made in politics. You
scra tch my back and I'n
scratch yours.
INKWELL: You think tile
recent "exposure law" hurt
any of the candidates in the
primary?
MASTERS: Yes, I think it
hurt Lance because he was
gelling that big money.
INKWELL: How moch do
Pinkie Masters and Friends
(Staff Photo)
you think Bert Lance put into
his campaign?
MASTERS: Over a million
dollars.
INKWELL: How much does
the 0 ffice of Governor of
Georgia pay?
MASTERS: It pays 40 or 45
thousand.
INKWELL: So in four years
he would have no way to make
up for that million.
MASTERS: He's gollen it
back some how.
INKWELL: How?
MAS T E R S:. D e a Is,
favoritism.
INKWELL: Do you think
that's dishonest'?
MASTERS: In a way I don't
think so. If Mary would have
been elected Lt. Governor,
thoogh I made no deals with
Mary prior to the election, I
would have aksed that she give
my son-in-law as Head
Administrative Aide which
pays $19,000. I put over
$5,000 into her campaign:
Next to her husband, I was
number one. Everyone else was
giving nickels and dimes. She
waul; have had to giveme that
job for my son-in-lawI helped
her, I helped her big, I helped
her heavy. I he lpe d her
financially, I helped her all the
way around.
Julian Bond came out and
. endorsed Zell Miller. He's going
to get something big if Zen
wins. He'd probably be head of
the Senate. He would get
something out of it because his
endorsement did hell' Zen
Miller.
INKWELL: What is it abou t
Zell Miller that you dislike?
MASTERS: It's not that I
don't like him, he's an old-time
politician. He's been a ward of
the taxpayers for over thirty
years now. A big politician
here in town, who doesn't
want to be mentioned, said to
me, "I don't have anything
against ZeU'MilIer,1 just don't
like him." I can tell you one
thing, in Atlanta when ZeUand
Mary were on television
debating, Zeu made a jackass
of Mary. If he accepts a debate
wi th Savage, this won't
happen. Savage is a smart !Oan.
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guess comes from the mind. of
a very sheltered people (people
do worse after a few drink. or
plunging a needle up one's
arm.) As a motion picture,
there is informative aspects of
mental illness and hospital
conditions and conflicting
minds of men HcoUared" with
their intellect; I thought it was
properly placed; after all, if
one takes an objective view of
the scenes of possession, would
the devil in actuality bath its
new habitat and keep the body
squared away; a movie has got
to be a movie where the scenes
fit the action of the story -
no? Any other opinion?
For $3.50, I could have
suppered at an Elks club and
caught real Hen for personal
appearance, and giving the
Devils address, 1600
Pennsylvania Ave.
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thoughts as - "Do something
else Devil, entertains me.'; But
such guilt for condoning such a
feat (that would have put
Barnum & Bailey to shame) is
balanced hy.the might oflesus
supposedly transmitting on
some high frequency band
from the crucifix that the
priest holds. .
I really thought that It was
nice of the producer to explain
the difference of tap water and
holy water to the audience;
though tap water today. is
enough to kill even the devil.
The end of the show is a
good example of Satan Makes a
Lousy Date, and it isn't too
wise to invite the devil into
. your horne. Why there were
airs of ill repudited
repugnanance to the scene of
the possessed girl cutting her
vagina with the cross, I would
(,,-====="';"' ...
I9geSix
•••
invitation to the greatest "free
for all"; where ones conscience
is "laid" on the couch of
permissiveness.
Do I believe in the Devil?
No, I don't, but I know "it's"
there, As a Catholic Christian
(I use the word Catholic as an
acceptance to the changing
external social aspects within
the church of human element),
I am ignorant to what is the
religious teaching of the Devil,
and am sort of glad about that
lack of "technical" knowledge.
Though Hollywood has
dramatized not only the
potency of such an existing
"force of evil", it added a
symbolic icon, framed in a
. statuary form that gives one
the impression of some ancient
sculpture. Well, what good is a
movie abou t the devil if we
can't see the "so-called' main
attraction ~ or at least get an
idea of what the villain looks
like; in away, this 'doesn't
leave the imagination to
wonder, as many viewers in
1968 wanted to see
Rosemary's Baby, but got as
close as the crib.
If we don't have some
"high" in our life boredom
casts a crude reflection of Hell:
the scene in a movie of The
Exorcist where "be-d and
patient" rise to the ceiling just
tickles you pink; and abusive
scholar 00 h ist o r ic a l
Demonooy, I am not; an
innocent bystander to the
free-flow of degrees that
"pollute" our society which
inevitably contaminates one
into the role of professional
opinionator (stanced with
subject matter from the
push-button instant knowledge
of modern communication)
that I am. Therefore, I render
my "professional opinion"
contrived from the reliable
resources of Instant knowledge
via. neon sign or prin te d Bill
Board.
This generation has found
many doors of escapism, and
the latest is more of a goody
for some than the tranquil
assuredness of a Jesus Freak
soul catharsis. Black Magic or
Witchcraft or Devil workship
has become an inquiring
subject for the young and old:
for some it's just a probe for
extra academic knowledge with
as much maturity as a fourteen
year old boy staring at a
sculptured female torso with
sincere artistry; for others its a
secrete weapon to master in its
entirety and never. having to
fear ones enemies.
A sexually frustrated
woman doesn't need a license
to be a W.I.T.C.H.; nor does an
emotionally deprived person
from their childhood need an
If a person wants to believe
in the Devil, it will exist; but if
one doesn't choose to believe
in the Devil, though its
existence is accepted, then it
wouldn't be in the mind for
haunting (or shaking one's
conscience or 20th century-loss
of identity). I would pretty
much guess that Sa tan rules
over nothing and exists-solely
in a suffused existence of
conceived nothingness.
Somehow, I am inclined to
believe that the Devil would
never visit a whorehouse
looking for a soul; It would
have better luck in a university
or some "dude" psychiatrists
office or with a senator or an
ambassador who is irnmeshed
in the "Good Life". One for
whom the word "GOD" falls in
with the r it ual of social
compliance on a Sunday
afternoon, or a Jewish Friday
night, so as to appease the
"Titulor Front" with
imaginary that insanely loses
itself with the ill-defining of
words.
By now the first two
paragraphs have let the "Cat
out of the Bag" in in troducing
the following remarks of
Hollywoods latest, artificial,
sweet-smelling, reality in
motion pictures - viz - The
Exorcist.
A theologian I am not; a
THE LEVI"S PUKE
IIWIID USIB ,
k,~
i' I
Ii
l.evis for Gals They let
you be the real you Nothing
phoney Nothing plast.c
Just a lot of great bas«
styles that let you get your
own look together
You·1Ifind everything you
need at It's the levi's Place.
BaSICLevi's leans and
worksturts. Casual slacks
and tops. Take your pick
They work together beeuti-
fully so you'll get a lot of
great combinations for a
little bil 01 cash
It's the levi's Place.
Classy looks for college.
IBliSTBOl6
TIITIOOIS.ITC
Lukat's
IT~ clasSlt
WEHAVEMOVED TO ...
11509 ABERCORN EXT. next to Esquire Lounge
PHONE 925-2286
CHATHAM PUZA-
ACROSS FROM THE MALL
Hours: 10 am/9 pm Man-Sat
C&SCharge, MasterCharge and BankAmerlcard welcome
FLASH
A New York artist named
NekeCaeson has perfected a
method of painting which
involves inserting a rubber
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tipped Flair pen in a certain
part of his body. He recently
used the technique to do a
portrait of Andy Warhol.
Observers who viewed the
product commented, "Boy
that asshcle can really pain t. ?
The technique is called
"rectal realism."
V. Voice
./ ./.-//~ ~.-//::>/'#-"
TC.Waa 7-7,\
LJhtl't do you EJfE-C.'!:
fom ~ God l.4Jho ~llEd
hi, own on?•here is not why, but which is
indeed the correct road to
salvation. In today's world of
many widely acclaimed
religions, salvation is offered in
hundreds of different shades,
costs, smells, and sizes.
I f perhaps YOU have an
answer to this preplexing
problem, you could be literal
enough to sit down and write a
divinatory essay and send it to
P.O. Box 52 A.S.C. for me,
T.K. Wallace, to print in an
upcoming editorial on Spiritual
Guidance.
Until such time I will have
to officially run the unofficial
opinion of such preverse
guidance as the above
following.
Jesus filled any available space
the couple had. And if it
hadn't been for the fact that
both Ruby and Bill were
completely drunk the
hitchikers might have believed
a little more strongly 10 the
second oldest religion in the
history of mankind.
People like Ru by and Bill
have been wandering for
cen turies in hope of finding
someone who they know is
c o m p l e t e l y unarmed
spiritually. When that
supposedly unhappy person is
found he is to be enlightened
to whatever glorious path his
new found creators will have
him enjoy.
But the article in question
TheTypewriter Abuse Ho
by T. K. Wallace
On this fine studious
occasion I have chosen to
purvey recollections of various
nefariouS happenstance. Some
of which may seem familiar or
reminisant to you.
Once on a back country
road in south central Florida,
IWOhnchikers of the opposite
leX were picked up by a man
who worked as a pollution
aborter for Donald Duck
Orange Juice. The man invited
the hitchikers to "Coman'
borneand meet my wtfe and.
ee my house, and even spend
· thenightif yer' tired."
Nowthe hitchikers, never
bavingbeen received like this
before,suddenly came to an
: abrupt stop in the man's front
yard, a curved driveway.
Aftera brief exchange with
Ibeman(now revealed as Bill)
and his wife. Ruby, the
I
rutchikerstook some water and
Ibe liberty of asking BllI to
I redeposit them on the
highway.And after a brief tour
ofthehouse and many shelves
· ofnick-nacks,Bill did exactly
whatthe hitchikers requested.
Back on the road and
I adequately refreshed. the
hitchikers reviewed what they
couldboth remember of the
house and u's furnishings.
SUlpnsinglyenough the most
commonly remembered articles
were some twenty odd statues,
pIctures, and other
, electronically illuminated
picluresque christian hock
shop articles. Everything from
· glOWing Marys to bleeding
Questions, Comments & Snide Remarks
by T. K. Wallace
This column has been
placedbefore your ponderous
facilitiesfor the purpose of the
advancement of the real world
around you. If any student,
instructor, or employee of
A.S.C. has a question,
comment or snide remark to
makepublic, please submit it
to anyInkwell staff member or
10 Q.C.& S.R., P.O_ Box 52,
A.S.C.Barring any illegal mail
or otherwise slanderous entires,
all enteries wlll be tended to
withall due speed, thank you -
t K.Wallace.
Questions: Why is it that
Bena Lagosi looks like Dracula,
even when he's playing a
Frankenstein ?
Why does the Armstrong
State College newspaper have
to plead consistently with the
students (especially with all the
English majors here) to
PARTICIPAJ:E in the
production of a newspaper, for
all the students enjoyment.
Comments: To Me.
McKinnel; thank you very
much for the needed
i rnprovement in the old
student center. And also a
round of applause for the help
McKinnel had.
Zeitgeist Bizarreire is
defined as, "(zeitgeist) Ger.,
the spirit of the age, and
"(Bizarrerie) Eng., evident
eecen tricity.
Verse of TheMonth
This month the verse of the month nomination is the following:
Once the religious, the hunted and weary
Chasing the promise of freedom and hope
Came to this country to build a new vision
Far from the reaches of kindgom and Pope
Like good Christians, some would bum the witches
Later some bought slaves to gather riches
But still from far and near to seek America
They Came by the thousands to court the wild
But she just patiently smiled, then bore a child
To be their spirit and guiding light
Then once the ties with the crown had been broken
Westward in saddle and wagon it went.
And till the railroad linked ocean to ocean
Many the lives which had come TO an end.
While we bullied, stole, and bought the homeland
We began the slaughter of the red man
The biue and gray they stomped it
They kicked it just like a dog
And when the war was over
They stuffed it just like a hog
But thought the past had its share of injustice
Kind was the spirit in many a w~.
But now its protectors and friends have been sleeping
Now its a monster and will not obey
The spirit was freedom and justice
Its keepers seemed generous and kind
Its leaders were supposed to serve the country
But now they don't pay no mind.
'cause the people got fat and grew lazy
Now their vote is like a meaningless joke
They babble about law. and order
But its all just an echo of what they've been told.
Yes, a monster is on the loose
its put your head into a noose
And it just sits there watching ....
The cities have turned into jungles
And corruption is strangling the land
The police force is watching the people
And the people just can't understand
We don't know how to mind our own business
The whole world has to be just like us.
Now we are fighting a war over there
No matter who's the winner we can't pay the cost.
It isa monster, a monster on the loose.
Its put our heads into a noose
and it just sits there watching.
America where are you now?
Don't you care about your sons and daughters?
Don't you know we need you now? ..
We can 'f fight alone against the monster ...
This bit of verse comes from three very talented young men,
their names are Jerry Edimonton, Nick 81. Nickles, and John
Kay. A publication of Trousedale Music, 1969 ...
su p p o's e d felon can be
pardoned, before he/she is
found guilty in any tyl'e of
trial?
Snide Remarks:- How is it
that in a country where
everyone is supposed to be
innocent until proven guilty, a
~--._~-,
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Howard Taylor, a nineteen Olympics of 1976 held in
year old senior here at Montreal, Canada. Howard
Armstrong, IS one of our most looked at his possible Pan
famed students. He has gained American and Olympic
world re cogn ition for hi' winnings philosophically: "I'd
successful bouts in bicycle have total satisfaction with
racing. myself. Primarily that I'd have
Howard's specialty i trained harder than anyone
pursuit which is raced on 31 there and that I'd have had the
oval track with the cyclists a mental desire for winning. It
opposite ends in position t takes good physical shape but
chase one another. His preser desire is just as important. The
timing iL5: 15 minutes whic idea that someday I might be
he hopes to reduce to 5: 05. on the United States Olympic
The bicycle training seaso Team has been a lifelong
runs from March throug ambition." Coach Nestor
Novern~er. The~e is a or Gernay, also the owner of the
month lfite~"ValIII Dece~~ Yellow Jersey Bicycle Shop.
and. How~rd s personal tramir readily agreed: "Howard is one
begins WIth the new year. I- of the -most dedicated racers
trains on Peri~e~er Ro~d j and it shows. His progresshas
~n~r~r~~r~d~h ~ens~a~~~gu~~.
a ten mile track. In th.e cases( . Getting on the World's Team
i~portan~ events he ndes up t was his firstreal breakthrough.
fifty miles a day. Howar Nobody in the south has ever
spends two hours on the trae accomplished this. We're going
on a regular schedule ~nd f?t to work toward the Pan
directly before _champlOnsh~p American Team which would
H~averages a s~eed of .thut be another first for the south.
miles per hour U1 pursuit an H' II Iu b '
(h d e rs we on IS way to eingfor short road races t at un e h 01 . T "
fifty miles) twenty-seven t on t e yrnpic earn.
twenty-eight m.p.h. Howard When Howard was asked
training also includes a specu what comes to mind during
diet. He eats three full meals frantic "faces such as these he
day and up to five meals fe stated: "There's a lot of mental
special events. There is a stress because the race is so
emphasis on meats,vegetable short and you have to produce
and other protein foods, H right away. There's a lot of
155 pounds lies in the midd' teamwork involved.The major
of the specified weights of a Howard Taylor (Stiff Photo) goal is to win as a team, not
pursuit racer. On bicycles he states: "The top Gernay, coach for Bonanza this particular event. Howard any particular )ndividual.
Howard uses two bicycles. bicycles are made in Italy. The Savannah Wheelmen. Through also states that "the past You're continually thinking
The first is for training. It is an discount houses are selling kids continuous local and state experience did not qualify him about what you're doing and
Italian 21 pound, ten gear what looks like a racing bike winnings Howard was eligible for his strength in the present. that's trying to win."
l.egnano. The nther is used for for a bargain. It's not." for the 1973 Quarter Finals I felt that I was the stronger." I tis remarka ble tha I
track or pursuit racing. The Where does all this training held in San Jose, California. In This has not stopped Howard has been cycling for
bicycle is a mere 14 pounds and his fine bicycles lead? the individual pursuit he held Howard's future objectives. only two and a half years while
with only one gear and no Howard began racing at sixteen the fastest qualifying time January first he will begin the majority of racers begin at
brakes. It is called a Libertas. under the auspices of Nestor necessary for the Nationals. tdaning for the 1975 Pan age eight. It takes four or five
Placing second overall Howard American race in Brazil, South years to be a national or world
then proceeded to go to America. He was chosen along racer and Howard has topped
Munich, Germany for the with nine others in the eastern this in half the time! It is no
J u n i 0 r E u r 0 p ean region and twenty more from wonder that he has
Championships. In this 3,000 the two remaining sections of accomplished all these feats
meter race he surpassed all the United States. Out of these from his dedication and there
other American contestants thirty, five will be chosen to is no doubt that the Olympic
and was placed twenty-seventh race for the championship in Team will include Howard
worldwide. This is almost a the western hemisphere. These Taylor.
half minute from the record
time.
Howard is now in the Senior
League which entails 4,000
meters or 2.48 miles. This past
June he won the Georgia State
Championship and along with
two others from our state,
wen t to the Nationals in
Northbrook, Illinois. He placed
seventh in this race. A team of
four was then chosen for the
World Championship. Three
riders chose not to ride in the
race placing Howard in a
qualifying position for the
World's. Unfortunately the
cyclist under him was chosen
from Olympic experience and
favoritism. Howard explains
this as "regional prejudice on
the part of the National coach
from the same state as the
rider. They were both from
Southern California." The
coach and the racer were
(Staff PhotO) evidently friends long before (St.ff , .. to) 'I
1Tom McCracken,
Instructional Development
Librarian, has an exhibit in
LaneLibrery ...
The exhibit entitled Art in
Nature features the natural
beauty of cypress knees
combined with a personal
interpretation to make each a
uniqueart piece in itself. You
maysee other interpretations
basedon your experiences. The
library has books on
handicraftsthst could open an
enjoyableand rewarding hobby
for you.Come by and look.
The exhibit will be
dispbyeduntil October 15th.
ASCBAND ACTIVITES
PLANNED
Dr. Steve Brandon today
announced the ASC Concert
andSlage Band's Fall Quarter
calendar of even ts.
The stsge band will present
a publicconcert in Jenkins Hall
AUditoriumst 8: 00 P.M. on
November18.
The concert band will
perform two concerts this
quarter;Nnvember 4th at 8:00
p.m. and December 2nd at
8:00 P.M. The latter
Performance will be a joint
Christmas concert with the
ASC chorus. Both
performances will be held in
Ihe Memorial College Center.
fllRST
flI!DI!R~L
SAVINGS
AJao. •• & c••• Inn
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Students who are interested
in joining either band should
see Dr. Brandon in 14 Jenkins
Hall.
Page Nine
Armstrong
Masquers
The ASC Masquers began
their Fall season Thursday
Sept. 26, 1974 for their Fall
production of "Medean with
auditions and e~l1ment.
Elder Barber and Elder Leavitt
(staH PhOto)
Elder Kerry Leavitt and apoaues and a prophet on earth
Elder Dan Barber, two that speak to God's people.
",,"onaries from the "Church Both Elder Barber and Elder
f JeSUsChrist of Latter·Day Leavitt spent two years of their
;... (Mormon) visited the lives at their own expense
ampusonOctober 3r4 with a telling others about the
:isplay designed to show restoration of the gospel to the
studeno bow advanced the earth. The elders explained
Mormoncluture was in ancient that the church is increasing its
Americaround 600 B.C. to membership at a rate of
4110 A.C.Further, the display 100,OOO~persons a year,
reCJ1ledChrist's visit to these making it one of the most
people following his popular faiths in the world
resurrection in Jerusalem as today.
recorded in the Book of The Elders further
M_n. explained that the Mormnn
TheBook of Mormon is a church will hold an open house
re~~ousand secular history at the chu r 0 hat 61 3
about a people who left Montgomery Cross Roads nn
1
Jerusalemin 600 B.C. under Oct. 11th, 12th and 13th. The
the direction of a prophet purpose of the open house
named Lehi. It was first Elder Leavitt explained "will
I transbled in 1839 by the be to show the people ofpraphetJosephSmith from the Savannah all the wonderfulgoldpbtes where the hsitory programs that the church hassas originally recorded. Elder to offer people of all ages."
Barber atated that the The pyramids featured in their
Mormonsbelieve that Joseph campus display will abo be
Smithwas the prophet that exhibited together with a
God called to restore his special movie called "Ancient
church.Elder Barber added America Speaks". For further
not Mormons today believe information, contact the Elders
thatthere are still twelve liVing at 355-7322.
CultlJle £(J~§ LESSONS-SALES-SERVICE.
129 Monlvomel')' Crossroads
OIkhurst ShOpping Ptauand DowntoWn
3 I II Iacous c
STUDENTS ...
A good product at the best price?
Invest in life insurance now while you
are still in college.
'Del KenyonC.LU.
SUite 500 - Trust COmpany Bank Building
savannah, Ga. 31401 236-4236
II NEW YORK L.IFEINSURANCE COMPANY~'::U~N~~:::::ClE. ANNUITIDHIEALTH INSUIIIANCEPENSION PL.AN.
htJt1 TIfT
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by Ronny George
With the beginning of fall
begins a new intramural
program here' on campus. This
program is for students who
enjoy athletics and wish to
participate in them for the
sheer hell of it, The program is
"".. balanced with several types of
sports so that anyone can find
one that is for him. There are
both men'sand wo~n's'teams
in almost all of the sports so no
one may feel left out. You
don't have to be the "stud"
type to participate in these
sports because they are
designed for the average
student who doesn't o*ct to
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a modest amount of exercise.
Anyone interested should
contact Coach George Bedwell
in the gym about organizing a
team or joining on~ as ~n as
possible.
Intramural
All of the Fraternities lost in the first Sunday of intra-
mural action. The action was rough, but no one was fonn-
ally thrown out.
We Need
Sports
•~rit.rs
AfA.tt~~
DOWNTOWN We have received our COmplete
FaD line of Clothing, Fmnishings and Shoes. Itis an
exciting and interesting grouping. We would like you to
drop inand take a look - at your convenience. Feel
free to use your OIARGE CARDS.
ALAN BARRY'S
26 West Broughton Phone 236-0209
OCTOBER ACTIVmES
SGAElections
MOVIE: "Play It Again Sam"
COMEDYCONCERT: The Committee
MOVIE: ''ate!''
VI'N: Jim Croce and The Ace Trucking
CONCERT: The Riah- Brothen
Black AwarenessWeek
VI'N: Dr . .1oIm ~
October 9·10
OCtober II
October 19
October 19
October 21·25
October 25
October 28
October 28-New. J
Novelllber I
Anyone who wants to work
for the IDkwell sports should
contact Tom Puckett or Ronny
George at the Inkwell office
(upstain in MCC) Room 215
on Tuesday at 2:30. If this
conflicts with personal business
call Ronny George at horne
(354.0689). Any volunteers
would be greatly apprecistedas
there is only one person on the
sports staff. Consequently, if
any of you readersbitch at my
work or think you can do
better, get in touch with
Ronny Georll'.
JOlIN
SAVAGE!
forLT. GOVERNOR
"bIr money back iftbese
, books dm't help you!
Cliffs Course Outline Serilts
Great for belpiOllyou keep"
Outlines summariziIlll aD ..
fields, containilllll8lll}>le=
bibliOjp'apbieo, aPJlOlldiu'l
comprehellfite
, Cliffs Keynote R~
Dique progt'8IIlIDelllJrmol ~. -_Ifoa-JOOJI
lIiV88 "'" the help you iD/' areaa -... it'll _
than a tutor, at a_of.
Guaranteed: Y"" must be eati8fied that 'the
Coone Outline aMlor cwra Keynote ~
DUl'Chaae here hea helped. you in the ...... i&
If _, ~~,iUi~your receipt lOr"""'"
refund wi~ ofpull:heee.~=.r:-.~S
WlCATES iIOOJCWOlUl
11509·~ExL
(Next to Elqu&e Lounp)
9,1974
othSidesNow
Ronny George
is a group in college
whichhas been slowly
if heard on many
today. It is women
.andthey appear to be
B progressively in
Since its earliest
,college athletics has
• bastion of male
and has offered no
oi ty to women to
mselves in sports as
t elsewhere. This is
ging very gradually
'onally reluctantly,
me progress has
Certain colleges and
. s are opening the
women athletes with
and funds to get
underway for them.
whole issue or'j that has ensued in
cases is not the
ntal question of if
w01llenare fit or able to
_pete in sports, bu t how are
tIoy goingto be funded. It is
nosecretor myth that many
lIihoois are being hit hard in
the wallet because of
fipmcially expensive athletics
pqram presently existing. No
amount of changes or
... erchanges ~hange facts.
FJet: In order to pay for
at1letic programs, many
smaller colleges must use
moos fund raising programs
md special fees to cover their
expenses. Normal school
budgets do not cover' all
upenses. For many small
lIihooIs in Georgia, ASC, for
.umple, additional funds
DId have to be raised in
order to establish a successful
tomen'sathletic program.
To look into this, a survey
,. doneon seven teen Georgia
CIDlJ1U.8eS who had women's
programs, to examine the
..... of the women. The
female enrollment of
seventeen schools was
O. The total number of
who participated in the
. sports was 572. The
t variety of programs at
e college was sin. Several
b had only one program.
of these schools gave some
The Inkwell - Armstrong State College
sort of financial aid to WOIJ1en
athletes while the other twelve
did not. The highest athletic
budget of any of the schools
was $60,000; the lowest WaS
$300. Eleven schools had all
female coaches for the girl's
program; the rest had both
male and female coaches. At
four schools. the ladies have
their own facilities while at the
remaining thirteen, the women
shared facilities with the men's
athletics.
Now it is possible to look at
all of those above figures and
shrug it off, but it is something
to be considered in planning
any women's programs here at
Armstrong. There have been a
few comments recently about
the lack of proper spirit about
bringing female athletics to
. ASC. After investigating both
the Department' of Athletics
and the Administration, there
is no apparent sinister plot to
keep women away from
intercollegiate athletics on this
campus.
In a recent interview, Coach
Bill Alexander, athletic
director stated, "We will make
every effort possible in
accordance with H.E.W. We
will do the best we can to have
female athletics." In order to
finance this program ways will
have to be studied which will
be fair to the women's athletics
and existing programs. Fact:
The entire athletic budget at
ASe is a little more than
$100,000. Less than one half
comes from the school
administration. The rest comes
from a student athletic fee and
other sources. Taking into
consideration that we do have
a fine program for a school of '
thin size and the lack of huge
amounts of financing, we get
our monies worth. Women's
athletics no dou bt will come to
thin campus but it will take
time and effort to put it
together. This is not the last
that will be said on the subject
and any action or lack of
action will be written in
the Inkwell during the next few
weeks,
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IN HI5Tallll:
ESSAY SERVICES
57 Spadina Ave., Suits #208
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
14161366-6549
Our research service ;s sold
for research assistance only.
OPEN
IUO .... I:L05E
aoo ""
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
$2.75 per PlIg8
Send now for latest catalog. En
close $2.00 to cover return post....
TIe BICIANle
20J E. ~ER5IRE~ __ ---.l
An A,th~, P J,c~bS e-eoocnoo ,n ass< 'JI,·,n
w,l" RolI,ns·Jolle P,oduct,ons
··IIJ.lAV nAb'U,," .•S.\M···
A Herbe,1Ross F,'rn
\-\:llvr Al Uf./lll,IU•."I II \II"
II ...." I ,I J II n .U I r .,.1'\'1 "-
and'.'"'~ \~\L\III ..II~":.lllllll.~I~:!
'M'\I\\ p, •. ,,\111111.10.1"\
111111"'\\ .' ,1\111\1./111 •
.. , I I' Ull' ,. " ,'. "'h'" ~•.""",,,,,
.",<.<",.. ,.eo,,",: .,' .. ._,
Ipij":""",,,,~"'~""~~·"··_··"_....-"'-"-~.:'! .~"J ••••::::J'-:~
... ' ~o~rJ!.:.8;'O:O;M:::M::C:.... --,
fii1"",,",,"~----- Clnssified Ads ----
consideration given towards me
and my present situation.
Sincerely,
Gary R. Lusk No. 138-280
P.O. Box 69
London, Ohio 43140
D •• ay.e Hamilton,
History/Political Science
S.G.A. _, h8s established
.... torlal hours to be available
to studenls on tho foDowing
days:
Monday - 5:GO-6:00 P.M.
Victor104
Tuesday - 5:00-6:00 P.M.,
Victor 104.
Wednesday 12:30 • 1:30
P.M.,Victor 104.
"Tutoring for "Principles of
Accounting" 211-212. Phone
David Lubs, 355-1152,
afternoons or evenings or put
message in Internal Post clo
Inkwell, Box 52, A.S.C.
ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,
176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery ttmel.
519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only
OCtober 9, '974 •The Inkwel/- Armstrong Stare COI/ege
One prof.llional Libratas
bicycIa. Best offer, owner must
mo.e to Now York City. ,Help
a starving artistl Repli.. to Box
52 Campu. Moil.
Doar Mr. Ashmore,
At the presant timo I find L t
my.. lf in a rather difficult et ers••••
situation. I am presently From page 3
confined in the London
Correctional Inst. What I 6. The Faculty is
completely out of shape and
",,?uld like for you to do if at
all possible, is to post this by summer quarter motorized
letter or pu~this letter in your wheel chairs will be placed on
school newspaper, or some allcorners for faculty use only.
This "student" sees a
other conspicuous place, where si tuation that needs to be
someone who sees it may write
to mo. It gets pretty lonely changed and I suggest that all
with no one to write. I promise pa r k in g except for the
to answer all who write. By the adminfstration offices and
way, I'm here tor possession of visitor slots, everyone shouldgr.... (smile}. If you would be on a first come first served
po.t this for me 'I would basis and I also beleive that if a
forever be in your debt. I poll was taken it would show
would like to thank you for that approximately 95% of the
you r tim e and any, student body feels the same
tt~hliJv. ~
4l\'f ~c.~ ..~
6..~ ~ ~f;~~
way I do. After all, if the
student body stopped parking
anywhere on campus and
boycotted classes until this
situation was resolved they
wouldn't need faculty spots at
all .
unjoumalistic "newspaper". I
appeal to the student body of
Armstrong to rise up and get
rid of not only the Inkwell but
also the Geechee,
A concemed student.
ED: Someone once said "You, ,
can t always llOtwhat you want
- but if you IIy sometime you
just might find you get what
you need." Anyway, we're just
about what you deaerve.
T. Higains
Dear Editor,
Iam a student of Annstrong
who feels that the Inkwell is a
childish, high schoolish,
1
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